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Abstract

Lead design is a critical factor for detecting and rede-

tecting lethal arrhythmias in electrograms (EGM) from Im-

plantable Cardioverter Defibrillators (ICD). The estima-

tion of the scope of a lead can help to elucidate the anatom-

ical origin of recorded EGM and explain signal features.

In this paper, we compare quantitatively the scope of true

and integrated bipolar sensing leads by combining bio-

electric signal modeling and numerical analysis. We de-

fine the scope in terms of the Mean Square Difference

(MSD) between the EGM generated by the whole ventric-

ular myocardium and the EGM generated by smaller re-

gions within the ventricular myocardium. Results show

that integrated bipolar leads have a wider scope than

true bipolar leads, although narrower than unipolar leads.

Further, the extent of myocardium within the scope is dis-

tributed for integrated bipolar leads along the septum and

anteriorly, while for true bipolar leads is located close to

the electrode site.

1. Introduction

The Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator (ICD) is
nowadays the primary treatment for patients at high risk of
Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD). Detection of lethal arrhyth-
mias and redetection after a failed shock involve both ap-
propriate detection algorithms and reliable sensing of elec-
trograms (EGM) by transvenous lead systems. An excel-
lent review of detection algorithms in ICD can be found in
[1]. Current transvenous lead systems can incorporate two
types of rate-sensing: true bipolar and integrated bipolar
[2]. True bipolar leads consist of a tip and a ring electrodes,
whereas integrated bipolar leads consist of a tip electrode
and a distal coil (Figure 1). The design of sensing leads
is a critical factor in the detection performance of the ICD
and can affect EGM features such as the duration of com-
plexes [3], recording of artifacts [4] and sensing latency

[5] [6]. Discrepancies in the sensing performance of leads
are often ascribed to differences in the scope. The scope
of leads has been assessed based in the principles of Lead
Field analysis introduced by McFee and Johnston [7]. Ac-
cording to Lead Field Theory, in an infinite and homoge-
neous medium the scope is global for unipolar leads and
local for bipolar leads [8]. Nevertheless, the assessment
of the scope still remains largely qualitatively and, to date,
differences in the scope of true and integrated bipolar leads
have not been determined.

In this paper we analyze quantitatively the scope of true
and integrated bipolar sensing leads. We define the scope
in terms of the Mean Square Difference (MSD) between
the EGM signal induced by the whole myocardium and
the EGM signal induced by smaller regions within the my-
ocardium. By combining the measurement sensitivity dis-
tribution of a lead system calculated in a realistic 3D hu-
man thorax with a model of cardiac electrical activity, we
simulate numerically EGM signals and calculate the MSD.
We estimate the scope of true and integrated bipolar leads
and, additionally, of a unipolar lead. We determine the my-
ocardial mass within the scope of every lead and study its
anatomical location and size.

2. Methods

2.1. Modeling EGM signals

Lead Field Theory constitutes a general framework to
formulate signals recorded by lead systems [9]. My-
ocardial electric activity is modeled as a distribution of
time-varying multiple dipoles, J i[n], representing cardiac
current sources. Lead properties are introduced through
the concept of measurement sensitivity distribution, JLE ,
which describes the ability of the lead system to measure
cardiac current sources throughout the myocardium. Ac-
cording to Lead Field Theory the relationship between car-
diac signal z[n] recorded at the leads and cardiac current
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Figure 1. Superior view of the ventricular myocardium as described by the VHM dataset. Right ventricle (RV) and left
ventricle (LV) are, respectively, the regions below and above the dashed line. Panel (a) shows tip and ring electrodes in RV
corresponding to a true bipolar lead. Panel (b) shows tip and coil electrodes in RV corresponding to an integrated bipolar
lead. The unipolar lead was modeled as a tip electrode in RV and a can electrode in subpectoral position (not shown).

sources J i[n] distributed throughout the myocardium V is:

z[n] =
∑

V

1

σ
JLE · J i[n] , (1)

where σ is the conductivity of the medium. Equation (1)
provides, thus, a means of synthesizing cardiac signals
from cardiac current sources.

We obtained the measurement sensitivity distribution by
measuring in the conducting volume the gradient of the
potential field generated when the electrodes are energized
reciprocally with one unit of current. We described the
conducting properties of the human body based on Fi-
nite Difference Methods (FDM) featuring the realistic 3D
male thorax of the Visible Human Man dataset (VHM)
[10]. In our model, 20 different tissue types were iden-
tified, and the whole volume was characterized by a res-
olution of 1.67mm × 1.67mm × 4mm in the heart and
1.67mm × 1.67mm × 8mm elsewhere. Ventricles com-
prised approximately 30000 nodes. Based on this model,
we calculated the measurement sensitivity distribution for
true bipolar, integrated bipolar and unipolar leads. The true
bipolar lead was modeled as two point electrodes, tip and
ring, located in the right ventricle (RV); integrated bipolar
lead as a point electrode, tip, and a distal long electrode,
coil, in RV; and unipolar lead as a point electrode in RV
and a box electrode, can, in subpectoral position (Figure
1).

2.2. Numerical analysis of the scope of lead

systems

The contribution to a cardiac signal of a myocardial re-
gion Vo such that Vo ⊆ V , where V is the whole my-
ocardium, was quantified by determining the similarity in
mean power between signals generated by V and by Vo.
From (1), if Vc is the complementary myocardial region of

Vo with respect to V , i.e., if Vo and Vc are two disjoint my-
ocardial regions and V = Vo ∪ Vc, signal z[n] recorded by
the lead system can be expressed as:

z[n] =
∑

V

1

σ
JLE · J i[n] = (2)

=
∑

Vo

1

σ
JLE · J i[n] +

∑

Vc

1

σ
JLE · J i[n] =

= zo[n] + zc[n] ,

where zo[n] and zc[n] are the signals generated by Vo and
Vc, respectively. The similarity between z[n] and zo[n] was
defined in terms of their Mean Square Difference (MSD):

MSD {Vo} = E
[

(z[n] − zo[n])
2

]

= (3)

= E
[

(zc[n])
2

]

=

= Pzczc
,

where E denotes statistical mean. Thus, MSD {Vo} is
the error of approximating the signal z[n] to zo[n]. We
divided MSD {Vo} by the mean power of z[n], Pzz =

E
[

(z[n])
2

]

, in order to obtain a more convenient measure

of similarity between z[n] and zo[n] that is relative to the
mean power of z[n]:

MSDn {Vo} =
MSD {Vo}

Pzz

= (4)

=
Pzczc

Pzz

.

We used (4) as a basis for investigating the scope of
transvenous ICD lead systems in the ventricles. Fixing a
level α, we defined the scope of a lead as the region of
minimum size that involves an MSDn smaller than α.
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Figure 2. Size of the ventricular myocardium within
the scope of implemented true and integrated bipolar and
unipolar leads, versus α.

In order to estimate the contribution of a myocardial re-
gion Vo based on (4), a statistical description of cardiac
current sources J i[n] is needed. An alternative way is
to generate cardiac current sources by means of computer
simulations. We implemented a model of the electric ac-
tivity of cardiac tissue previously defined [11] to numeri-
cally generate cardiac current sources. This model is based
on the restitution properties of cardiac tissue, and is able
to reproduce complex behavior, such as the restitution of
Action Potential Duration (APD) and Conduction Velocity
(CV), and curvature effects.

We simulated the stimulation of the apex at 60 beats per
minute during 5 seconds. For every myocardial region Vo,
simulated cardiac current sources were combined with the
measurement sensitivity distribution according to (2) for
synthesizing signals z[n] and zo[n] for every lead config-
uration. Then, we replaced statistical means by time aver-
ages to estimate MSDn {Vo}. We estimated the MSDn

for every member Vo of a family of myocardial regions
consisting of the whole ventricular myocardium V , and
progressively smaller nested myocardial regions, obtained
by progressively eliminating the surfaces of lowest sensi-
tivity. This choice of myocardial regions provides us with
the regions of minimum size involving an MSDn smaller
than α [12].

3. Results

Computer simulations showed, as expected, that the size
of the ventricular myocardium within the scope of a lead is
a decreasing function of the parameter α (Figure 2). This
observation can be explained by recalling that, according
to (2), the larger Vo, the closer it is to V ; consequently, the
more similar zo is to z and the smaller is MSDn {Vo}.

The slope of the curves of the size of Vo against α re-
flects the rate of decrease of the measurement sensitivity
of a lead system with the distance. The early slope was
found to be steeper for bipolar than for unipolar leads. This
observation agrees with the fact that, in an infinite and ho-
mogeneous medium, the measurement sensitivity distrib-
ution for unipolar leads decreases inversely to r2, while
for bipolar leads it decreases inversely to r3, where r is
the distance of cardiac current sources to the lead system
[8]. Additionally, for every value of α, the size of the ven-
tricular myocardium within the scope of the unipolar lead
was larger than for bipolar leads, thus confirming that the
scope is wider for unipolar than for bipolar leads. When
comparing true bipolar with integrated bipolar leads, we
found that the size of the ventricular myocardium within
the scope was smaller for true bipolar than for integrated
bipolar leads.

The distribution of the ventricular myocardial mass
within the scope of each lead is informative about the
anatomical origin of the EGM. Figure 3 shows the esti-
mated scope for every lead for α = 0.1. As previously re-
marked, the unipolar lead showed a wider scope than bipo-
lar leads, and the integrated bipolar lead a wider scope than
the true bipolar. Furthermore, the ventricular myocardial
mass within the scope of the integrated bipolar lead was
found to extend along the septum and anteriorly, while for
the true bipolar it was distributed locally close to the lead.
Such distribution follows the geometry and location of the
electrodes constituting the lead.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Differences in the sensing performance of true and in-
tegrated bipolar leads have been reported in the literature
[4] [5] [6] [13]. The cause of this discrepancy has not been
clearly elucidated. In redetection, for example, it has been
postulated that the more likely explanation is myocardial
stunning occurring with an integrated bipolar configura-
tion [5]. On the other hand, some authors concentrate on
the measurement properties of the lead system, and argue
that the quality of the signals recorded by true and inte-
grated bipolar configurations is different [4] [6] [13].

In this paper we maintain that EGM features can be ex-
plained by estimating the extent of myocardium within the
scope of the lead. We have investigated differences in the
scope of true and integrated bipolar leads by means of bio-
electric signal modeling and numerical methods. Our re-
sults indicate that true bipolar leads have a narrower scope
than integrated bipolar leads. Furthermore, we are able to
identify the extent of myocardium within the scope of each
lead. We have found that the extent of myocardium within
the scope of the integrated bipolar lead distributes along
the septum and anteriorly, while in the case of true bipo-
lar, it distributes locally around the electrode site. These
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Figure 3. In red, ventricular myocardial mass within the scope of implemented true bipolar (a), integrated bipolar (b) and
unipolar (c) leads.

discrepancies could explain differences in EGM features,
such as complex duration, amplitude or slew-rate, and
could help to elucidate the anatomical origin of the EGM.
The generality of the results of this study depends on the
ability of the model to describe the dynamics of cardiac
signals and the accuracy of the description of the anatomi-
cal model. In the future we will implement more sophisti-
cated thorax and lead models, and simulate cardiac current
sources based on other formalisms and stimulation proto-
cols. Furthermore, we will extend this procedure to study
other factors, such as lead positioning, type of heart dis-
ease and underlying cardiac dynamics.
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